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Mr
is aware that you are now aware of his lawsuit.
Esquire Zilinek once expressed 
his confidence in success before a tribunal. The
tribunal system itself a
completely fraudulent system set up by domainers to
give an appearance of
legality. You are now aware of the fict that Mr
was an incompetent when
you first violated his and copyrightsto

and sleepspot.com.

From your
own site and saved as a signed PDFit is reported that
he was first a member
of the photo.net community on May 09,2004. His user 
account was deleted from
the community since the lawsuit has commenced. Any
"terms of use" that Mr

at one time fiiled to read carefully and
accepted was a fraudulent
documentthat no juror will attach to the actions of Mr

while an
incompetent. NameMedia was not the owner of
Photo.net when Mr joined.
We are sure that NameMedia is currently working on a
reply and countersuitto Mr
Neeley's lawsuit. His request for at least ten million
from NameMedia might
sound excessive? The intentional infliction of distress
continues as NameMedia
profits while displayingMr Neeley's copyrighted
material in further violation.
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for Domainshas already reaffirmed their
licensing of a domain that
Mr felt would make millionseach year helping
sell spots to sleep for the
hospitality industry. for Domains
chose to join you already!

This is not a request. This
is a another DEMAND that

dba
Photo.net stop displaying

photographs.

STOP
VIOLATING PHOTO

PROFITING BY
at
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Click the space
above the large text to view your recorded IP.

This is not a
private communication.

Neither is .NameMedias.com

The Curtis 
Foundation;

President:
Curtis J Jr, MFA

2619 N. Quality Ste 123 

AR 72703

Voice:

Curtis suffereda severetraumatic brain that often
negatively impacts h s
communications. is often perceived as
blunt, tactless, self-centeredand rude. Although Curtis has a severe disability,
he is determined to continue 
performing meaningful art The Foundation is created to
and promotehis artistic photographic
legacy.
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Sent via mail
to Hannah Thiem who is ignoring my complaint.

designated Copyright Agent to receive
notifications of claimed
infringement is: Hannah Thiem, DMCA Agent, 230
Third Avenue, Waltham, MA 02451,

You acknowledge that if you fail to comply with
all o f the requirements
of this Section, your DMCA notice may not be valid.

have sued
NameMedia and they have been served. They have
deleted my access to my data at
photo.net.
They are violating my copyrightscurrently and are
claiming that
agreed to a perpetual license at some time in the past.

would never accept a
perpetual license anywhere besides figurenude.com
where acknowledgedthe
information very specifically. Hiding the release deep 
in a online is a
fraudulent act.
Please provide me the date that my access was
removed and
remove my copyrighted material. paid for advertising
on this site that
NameMedia licensed to run ads on before
noticed the in my
interface.

do not want mv access restored. want mv content

I

I

I

I

I

I
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removed. We are already
involved in a federal lawsuit so I will introduceall the
questions in discovery
anyway.

Refusing to remove my
content and awaiting a complaint via US Marshal is
where you leave me
currently.

and viewed through to
Hannah Thiem
who my

designated Copyright Agent to receive notifications of
claimed infringement is:
Hannah Thiem, DMCA Agent, 230 Third Avenue,
Waltham, MA 02451, You
acknowledge that if you fail to comply with all of the
requirementsof this
Section, your DMCA notice may not be valid.
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 I have sued
NameMedia and they have been served. They have
deleted my access to my data at
photo.net.
They are violating my copyrights currently and are claiming
that I agreed to a
perpetual license at some time in the past. would
never accept a perpetual 
license anywhere besides figurenude.com
where acknowledged the information very
specifically. Hiding the release deep 
in a online is a fraudulent act.
Please provide me the date that my
access was removed and remove my copyrighted
material. I paid for advertising on
this site. NameMedia licensed to run ads
before I noticed the in my

interface.

do not want my access restored. I wantmy content
removed. NameMedia and I are
already involved in a federal lawsuit so I will introduce
all the questions in
discovery anyway.

Refusing to
remove my content and awaiting a complaint via
Marshal is where you leave me
currently.

You can see details
of my case at the link I provide.
Help violations.
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Curtis…

<No Subject>

Reply Forward Delete Print

Hannah Thiem

Curtis
Neeley

11/10/2009 11:30 PM 

To:

Hannah

is now friends with Hannah Thiem

Thiem

Photo.net's designated Copyright Agent to receive notifications of claimed infringement is: 
Hannah Thiem, DMCA Agent, 230 Third Avenue, Waltham, MA 02451, U.S.A. You 
acknowledge that if you fail to comply with all of the requirements of this Section, your 
DMCA notice may not be valid.
-------------------------------------------------------------
I have sued NameMedia and they have been served. They have deleted my access to my 
data at photo.net.
They are violating my copyrights currently and are claiming that I agreed to a perpetual
license at some time in the past. I would never accept a perpetual license anywhere 
besides figurenude.com where I acknowledged the information very specifically. Hiding
the release deep in a online TOC is a fraudulent act. 

Please provide me the date that my access was removed and remove my copyrighted
material. I payed for advertising on this site.  NameMedia licensed Google to run ads 
before I noticed the URL in my AdWords interface. 
----------------------------------------------------------------
I do not want my access restored. I want my content removed. NameMedia and I are
already involved in a federal lawsuit so I will introduce all the questions in discovery 
anyway.
-----------------------------------------
Refusing to remove my content and awaiting a complaint via US Marshal is where you 
leave me currently.
----------------------------------------
You can see details of my case at the link I provide.
Help stop NameMedias TM violations.

Reply Forward Delete Print

©2003-2009 MySpace.com. All Rights Reserved. 
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